
EL-ITP-12

12” Intelligent Touch Panel

IntelliVision face recognition and analytics enable 

a new level of personalization and control.

EL-ITP-12-WH 
12” Intelligent Touch Panel   

Experience the intelligent home with the new 

ELAN® EL-ITP-12 Intelligent Touch Panel. The 

EL-ITP-12 elevates the experience for any gSC 

or g1 ELAN system by using face recognition to 

personalize the experience for individual users. 

And with integrated voice assistant technology, 

this control panel is fully interactive, unlocking 

the power of intelligent home control. 

Imagine that your ELAN Intelligent Touch Panel 

identifies you as you approach and then displays 

a custom menu of options– lighting, thermostat, 

shade control, music and entertainment–all 

personalized for you. Should you choose, your 

face could even trigger a preset group of events. 

The touch panel’s built-in camera is enabled with 

IntelliVision® Face Recognition to let the system 

know it’s you and respond in a way that’s most 

intuitive to your lifestyle. And the dual digital 

MEMS microphone-array optimizes beam forming 

and noise cancellation to enable exceptional 

voice control for the ELAN system using Amazon 

Alexa™–without needing to fill the house with 

voice assistant hardware.

With edge-to-edge glass and a 1920x1080 

resolution, this intelligent interface is elegantly 

designed to have a low profile on the wall while 

providing the rich ELAN user experience. Whether 

through face recognition or the wave of a hand, 

the touch screen wakes as the user approaches 

and displays the award-winning ELAN user 

interface to control all of the home’s systems. 

With the wave of a hand, a seven-button virtual 

keypad will fly out from the right side of the 

screen to operate media favorites, lighting scenes, 

installer-programmed Event Maps, or other 

common system controls. And when the system 

wakes with face recognition, the fly-out menu 

from the left side of the screen is personalized to 

that user.

With Face Recognition and Voice Control
The EL-ITP-12 is designer-friendly as well. The 

panel is equally at home in both a horizontal 

and a vertical orientation, allowing it to 

be located in almost any area that would 

accommodate a 2-gang wall plate. And the 

EL-ITP-12 is easy and flexible to install. It 

starts with mounting using a standard 2-gang 

(US) box, which means no custom bracket to 

order or stock. The back-box centers with the 

touch panel, making it much easier to place 

during pre-wire. The included bracket mounts 

to the 2-gang box and the panel simply snaps 

into place, with no special tools required. The 

panel locks into place for security, but can be 

removed using the included EL-ITP-12 Removal 

Key. The EL-ITP-12 can be powered locally 

using a 12VDC power supply (not included) or 

use Power over Ethernet (PoE) with a single 

wire hookup. Both can communicate with the 

ELAN controller using WiFi or Ethernet cable.



ORDER NO.  EL-ITP-12-BK  |  EL-ITP-12-WH  

EL-ITP-12    12“ Intelligent Touch Panel

 � IntelliVision® face recognition in the  
panel’s camera enables a personalized  
user experience  

 � Integrated microphone array extends the 
voice control interface for ELAN systems

 � Displays high resolution video and provides 
playback interface for ELAN surveillance 

 � 11.6” diagonal viewable area 

 � LCD capacitive touchscreen 

 � Contemporary, sleek industrial design

 � Edge to edge glass

 � Proximity sensor to wake from sleep without 
touching as hand approaches

 � 7 button flyout provides instant access to 
lighting scenes, favorites or Event Maps

 � Mounts into drywall, brick, stone, plaster, and 
wood, using a standard 2g U.S. junction box

 � Portrait or landscape mounting

 � Plug and play operation with ELAN Software

 � Locally powered (optional)

 � Available in white and black bezel

INCLUDED IN THE BOX:

(1) EL-ITP-12 Touch Panel

(1) Quick Install Guide

(1) Mounting Bracket

(4) Mounting Screws

(1) DC Power Connector

(1) EL-ITP-12 Panel Removal Key

 SPECIFICATIONS  

Dimensions Overall 11.68” wide x 7.25” height, 29.67w x 18.40h (cm), 
mounting depth 1” (2.54cm)  

 Display 11.6” diagonal 

 Resolution 1920W x 1080H

 Microphone Dual Digital MEMS Microphone-Array

 Speaker Stereo Micro Speaker, 1W

 Camera 5 Mega-Pixel CMOS sensor

 Network 10/100 Ethernet / 802.11 B/G/N WiFi

 CONNECTIONS  

Type LAN/PoE: RJ-45

Power 2 pin Phoenix    

USB USB Type A  

 POWER REQUIREMENTS  

Direct 12 V  1 A 

PoE IEEE 802.3at, (power over Ethernet) 13w maximum 
draw (@48V     270 mA max)
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